2014 silverado hid

DOT Reg ulate ' d:. Headlights vehicles with license plates. Headlights vehicles without license
plates or DOT registration. Export, International address required. This part fits and functions in
fog and head lights, but for more information on street legality in the US, click HERE. We urge
you to check out the specs below, Read the reviews and then ask yourself whether your ability
to see well while driving at night is worth saving a couple bucks? They are available in both 35w
and 50w versions, use proprietary software by the pros at Hylux paired with packaging
perfection from the masters at Morimoto. This is today's most modern iteration of a model that
has sold more than half a million units since inception, and we don't think it can really get any
better! Using high quality halide salts from German-supplier Messer; the bulbs produce nearly
the same lumin Osity intensity as the amazing Osram CBI bulbs at K. No, you're not seeing
things here, but yes you will be seeing everything at night! Wiring: The special Silverado Spec
HD Relay Harness features an all-new completely sealed double 40A Relays, 14 gauge stranded
copper wire wrapped in durable black tech-flex mesh that looks like a factory harness once
installed. No cutting or splicing here: there are only five connections and they're all plug-n-play.
Most importantly, the harness includes the proper capacitor to absorb and smooth out the
pulsed signal from the factory fog light circuit that plagues these trucks. The Elite system is
designed to run for hours, so that's what it's guaranteed for. Don't buy into empty promises
from other places offering BS "lifetime" warranties. Nothing lasts forever, and if you think "the
other guy" will be there to pick up the phone or even stay in business long enough to assist you
when there's a problem; guess again! User-Approved: By satisfied enthusiasts with all kinds of
cars and trucks. With a quick and easy search we pulled up install examples 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6
that span several generations of the Elite HID systems! If you haven't made a decision just yet,
keep reading! Trusted : For more than a decade, we've worked hard to earn our killer reputation.
Car guys world-wide know that TRS carries the internet's best selection of high performance
automotive and powersport lighting products at the best prices, and we've got the best, most
knowledgeable team of real enthusiasts to help back it up. If we sell it, then you bet we've put it
to the test on our own cars, trucks, and bikes. Need a recommendation on parts for your
project? Got a tech question? Wholesale inquiry? Contact us! Legal for off-road use in
Snowmobile and ATV headlights and off-road racing use only auxiliary or forward lighting.
International street legality varies by country. Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view
this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. Harness
Extension Extension Cord 12". Fog Lights. Varies by country. Add to Cart. Install ation Guide
Locate a Dealer. What's included. V: 25kV at start-up. DOT Reg ulate ' d:. Headlights vehicles
with license plates. Headlights vehicles without license plates or DOT registration. Export,
International address required. This part fits and functions in fog and head lights, but for more
information on street legality in the US, click HERE. Finally: One of the best looking trucks when
it came out, we love this gen Silverado. But one thing we just cant get behind: the stock
headlights. Their output was still weak even from the quad reflectors, and they lacked the
modern tech and looks of current day setups. Yep, you need a projector retrofit. You need THE
projector retrofit package that's been tailored specifically for your Silverado. The last set of
headlights you'll ever need. Custom: Stock sucks, but buying a set of pre-made aftermarket
projector style headlight's is the lazy-mans choice when it comes to custom. Can you actually
stand out with a set of pre-made headlights? With their weako cheapo halos? Can you
customize those lights to your own taste? Painted to match your truck? Can you actually see
anything with the piss poor projectors that those headlights come with? Here, your the ability to
customize is clear, and your ability to see well at night even more so. There's no comparison
between the off-the-shelf option and the projector retrofit option. Worth it: We get it, a lot of
guys are afraid to open their headlights and just start cutting shit up. While performing a
projector retrofit isn't nearly as easy as swapping in a set of plug n play bulbs, it's not rocket
science either. A long afternoon on a weekend though and you can knock this out, and we
promise: The results will be so well worth it that you'll wonder why you didn't do it any sooner.
Not only that, but a common difficultly in doing a projector retrofit is not knowing any better and
picking out the wrong parts. Power: Is nothing without control! The Silverado Retrofit kit is
based on Morimoto's best bi-xenon projectors, and it shows in their picture perfect light output.
With a super wide and intense beam pattern; your headlights will harness the full potential of
the HID system and project it into a controlled beam to illuminate the road ahead, all while
eliminating glare to oncoming traffic. Once mounted, their aim can be fine-tuned just like the
stock headlights, using the adjusters on the back of the housing. Plug n Play: Don't skimp out
when it comes to your wiring. It doesn't matter how good your ballasts are or how good your
bulbs are. If your harness is a piece of crap; when it gives out your headlights are gonzo. With
triple-sealed twin relays, 14ga. The Silverado Retrofit kit comes with all of the necessary wiring
parts and pigtails to make it completely plug n play with your stock wire harness, guaranteed!

The industry's best HID bulbs and ballasts from our friends at Morimoto are packed with
performance, reliability, efficiency, and overall quality. The projector shrouds are perfectly
suited to fit within the F headlight reflectors and provide a factory-finished look. Standard in
chrome, they can easily be painted too. Trusted : For more than a decade, we've worked hard to
earn our killer reputation. Car guys world-wide know that TRS carries the internet's best
selection of high performance automotive and powersport lighting products at the best prices,
and we've got the best, most knowledgeable team of real enthusiasts to help back it up. If we
sell it, then you bet we've put it to the test on our own cars, trucks, and bikes. Need a
recommendation on parts for your project? Got a tech question? Wholesale inquiry? Contact
us! These components are spec'd for this vehicle as the most appropriate options, but are not a
direct fit. Legal for off-road use in Snowmobile and ATV headlights and off-road racing use only
auxiliary or forward lighting. International street legality varies by country. The performance on
the quad projector setup is outstanding, it was challenging at first because the aiming was off
just using the threaded shaft but it could be fixed using more traditional mounting methods.
Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or
upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. Bi-Xenon: Silverado Kit. Fog Lights. Varies by
country. Add to Cart. Product Details Finally: One of the best looking trucks when it came out,
we love this gen Silverado. Product Specs. Product Reviews. Welcome to HIDNation. HID
headlights are superior to halogen headlights in terms of brightness and energy efficiency.
Traditionally used for street and stadium lighting, High-Intensity Discharge HID lights have no
filament and use a different gas, typically xenon, which warms up the HID bulbs in just a few
seconds. The intense blue-white light compared to the yellowish halogen light emitted by our
HID bulbs offers considerably higher color temperature for a lot better visibility at night, while
their increased light output improves road illumination. Upgrading your factory-fitted halogen
lights to xenon HID lights that used to be associated with luxury cars only is a smart choice also
because you can leverage improved fuel efficiency and a longer life of your vehicle charging
system. Our LED kits and LED light bulbs, which use multiple light-emitting diodes to convert
electricity into light also provide more energy-efficient, more stylish, and brighter lighting,
making them yet another great alternative to standard halogen lamps. At HIDNation. We have
been in business since providing our customers with the highest quality products and customer
service. We currently stock thousands of automotive lighting products and can ship out any
quantity in any application or color at anytime. We take pride in our products and stand behind
them with our warranty so rest assured when you purchase any product from Hidnation. Thats
our promise. LED Kits. Projector Headlights. LED Light Bars. HID Bulbs. LED Bulbs. Halogen
Bulbs. HID Accessories. LED Accessories. Read more. Customer Reviews. About Hidnation We
have been in business since providing our customers with the highest quality products and
customer service. Create the best HID kit. The HID Factory offers the best products the
automotive lighting industry has to offer. Experience brighter headlights. View All. Tough
enough to handle any job, no matter the environment. Our off-road products are meant to be
tested and remain unbroken. Experience the reliability! Our halo HID headlights offer unlimited
customization to any vehicle. Don't limit your vehicle's lighting options. Turn heads with this
simple modification. Looking to turn convert your headlights to a projector-based system? The
HID Factory offers the highest quality projectors and projector shrouds. Don't know what to
look for? We have put together a list of our "best sellers". These products are flying off the
shelves for a reason. The best we have to offer. I got my hid kit today and it took less than 20
minutes to install it. These guys are the real deal and are the best at what they do. I would
recommend anyone who wants an hid kit to go with these guys. Thanks again and I will
continue to do business with you in the future. The install was short and professional and the
guys in the garage were very helpful in answering any questions I had. Skip to content. Use
discount code: Covid Vehicle Parts Filter Select Year Select Make. Select Model. Steven T. Jim
J. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

